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This chapter discusses two sections. The first section is the conclusion of

the findinp and the second section is some zuggestions given by the writer.

5.l Conclusion

This thesis entitled '"The Politeness Sfiategies in Refusing Invitations

Employed by Indonesian Men and Women" The writer carried out this study in

order to find out how Indonesian men and women differ on their politeness

strategies in refusing invitations. To achieve this purpose, the writer collected the

daa needed in this study by using a set of questionnaires. After that, the collected

dala were analysed based on the parameters, 15 positive politeness sfrategies and

10 negafive politeness strategies. The writer put the result of the analysis into

tables, counted the total number ofpoliteness strategies used and then made an

interpretation from them.

Based on the findings of the study, the writer concludes that lndonesian men

use the same politeness strategies as Indonesian women use in refusing

invitations. The politeness stategies used by tndonesian men and women are

positive politeness sfiategy 4; in-group identity markers; positive politeness

strategf 6: avoiding disagreement; positive politeness stategy l0: offering a

promise; positive politenes strategy 13: giving reasons; and negative politeness
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strategy 6: apologizing. However, there is a difference in the frequency of the use

of those politeness stategies. Indonesian women used positive politeness strategy

4, 10, and 13 more often than Indonesian men did. On the other hand, Indonesian

men used positive politeness strategy 6 and negative politeness strategJ 6 more

often than Indonesian women did.

There are two reasotls why Indonesian men and women apply those

politeness strategies in refusing invitations. The first reason is the attitude of

tolerance. tn refusing invitations, Indonesian men and women try to refuse the

invitation as polite as possible. tndonesian men tend to be indirective in giving the

reason of the refusal while Indonesian women teld to be sensitive and responsive

to the feeling of the interlocutor when they refrne an invitation The second reason

is the social distance between the speaker and the hearer. Indonesian men and

women use positive politeness stralegies in refusing invitations so that they can

reduce the social distance between they and their interlocutor. They also consider

that although the social distance between they and their interlocutor is close, they

are still aware and r€spect it. Therefore, they use negative politeness stratery by

saying that they are sorry for refrrsing the invitation

5.2 Suggestions

ln relafion to the writer's study, there are some suggestiotls given by the

writer. Fint, since there is a wide room to develop Brown and Levinson's

politeness strategies, the writer suggests that the future study does not focus only

on the diction and the sentences of the subiects but also on tlre intonation and the
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stress of the words. It is because someone's intonation and stress of word when he

or she speaks can show his or her politeness. This can be done by tape recording a

conversatiorl In additioq considering that politeness is realized in daily life, the

future sturiy of politeness can be conducted in different fields, such as in

requesting something, in inviting someone, and so orl

Second, the writer also suggests that the lecturers especially Sociolinguistics

lecturers leam moro about politeness sfiategies. It is because they do not only

teach their students theoretically but they also have to give the real examples of

politeness strategies so that the students can behave politely. Moreover, the

knowledge of politeness strategies helps the lecturers to create and maintain a

relationship with othen, especially with their colleagues.

Finally, since the writer had a diffrculty in finding ttre books that are related

to her study in the library, she suggests Widya Mandala Carholic University to

add the collection of Sociolinguistic books especially conceming with the theory

of politeness. This will make other researchers of the study on politeness witl not

have difticulties in finding the theories of politeness that support their study.
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